
Reduce site costs with 
Nokia Flexi Base Station Platform

The revolutionary way to 
build networks with lower 
CAPEX and OPEX





Something innovative   
in base stations

The white heat of competition that burns in today’s mobile 
markets forces operators to constantly find new ways to 
cut costs and raise network efficiency. The Nokia Flexi Base 
Station Platform responds to this need by going far beyond 
the trimming of site costs achieved by recent base station 
technology advances.

In one leap, the Nokia Flexi Base Station Platform radically 
reduces site costs and accelerates the roll out of EDGE, 
WCDMA and WiMAX networks. 

The new way to build networks
Unlike conventional base stations, Nokia Flexi Base 
Station eliminates the need for bulky and heavy cabinets. 
Instead, Nokia Flexi Base Stations are built from compact, 
weatherproof modules that are light enough to be carried 
and installed by one person. This opens up entirely new 
sites that can be exploited to provide true macrocellular 
coverage. 

In addition to traditional indoor and outdoor sites, Nokia 
Flexi Base Station modules can be installed outdoors on 
balconies, in street kiosk roofs, on walls, and on electricity or 
other poles. Even street advertising billboards and bus stops 
can now house a base station. Indoors, modules can be 
stacked on the floor, in small rooms, mounted on walls, and 
in equipment closets. Modules can be installed practically 
anywhere, speeding up planning applications.

Finding new sites is easier and quicker than it has ever been.

Significant site cost 
savings with Nokia 
Flexi Base Station

Watch site CAPEX plummet
Nokia Flexi Base Station shrinks a site’s capital costs. Site 
construction is typically much reduced and outdoor shelters 
are unnecessary. The modules are small and light, helping 
to cut transport costs, avoiding the expense of lifting 
equipment, and reducing installation work dramatically. 

The small size of Nokia Flexi Base Station also enables 
existing site space to be used more efficiently. Modules 
can be fitted into free space within existing cabinets and 
installations. If the floor space is fully used, space on a wall, 
on a shelf or a pole can be used instead to expand site 
capacity. Considerable CAPEX savings are achieved through 
efficient co-siting and easy site evolution to make the 
greatest use of the existing antenna system, transmission 
capability and power supply back up facilities.  

Furthermore, commissioning is simplified with site 
configuration data that is loaded into the base station 
quickly and easily from a laptop, with minimal set up skills 
required.

Enjoy much lower OPEX
Smaller sites, the use of unusual sites and highly efficient 
re-use of existing sites translate into significant savings in 
rental costs. And the wide choice of potential sites creates 
competition among landlords, driving down rental rates 
even further. 

In addition, operating costs are much less than those of 
conventional base stations. With electricity consumption 
among the lowest on the market, which also eliminates the 
need for power-hungry air conditioning, Nokia Flexi Base 
Station decreases site OPEX to new levels. As well as the 
capability to activate new functions, such as EDGE and HSPA, 
in the base station remotely, the base station capacity can 
be expanded remotely without costly site visits. 



No compromise on 
performance

Along with these substantial cost savings, Nokia has 
produced a base station that offers outstanding radio 
performance. Nokia Flexi Base Station has market-leading 
receiver sensitivity and high output power at the antenna 
to create a larger cell size for greater coverage. 

Feederless and distributed site applications in which Nokia 
Flexi Radio Modules are installed close to the antenna (for 
example, rooftops, attics and at the mast head) achieve the 
highest RF performance to reduce the number of sites and 
improve indoor coverage for both voice and high speed 
data. 

The outstanding receiver sensitivity, together with 
feederless site and other applications, enable the number 
of sites to be reduced by up to 50%, bringing down radio 
network costs even further and helping to speed up roll out.

The top performance of Nokia Flexi Base Station is also 
evident in its capacity capabilities. With capacity that can 
be expanded almost without limit, the base station can 
meet the traffic demands of even the highest density 
suburban areas.

Winning on the 
environment

With increasing concerns about the environment, Nokia 
Flexi Base Station can make an important contribution to 
operators’ efforts to fulfil rising environmental expectations. 
The base station’s excellent energy efficiency for reduced 
CO2 emissions is just one aspect.

The base station’s compact size means a lower visual 
impact on the environment. And the unit uses less material 
in its construction, which means reduced manufacturing 
resources, less packaging and fewer transportation 
resources. Nokia Flexi Base Station also uses lead-free 
soldering and other measures to comply with the European 
Union RoHS directive, which restricts the use of hazardous 
substances in electrical equipment. 

What’s more, excellent eco-efficiency can be achieved with 
Nokia Flexi Base Station because radio modules can be 
installed close to the antenna ensuring maximum radio 
performance and reducing the overall number of sites 
needed in the network.

Ready for the    
multi-radio future

The Nokia Flexi Base Station platform is based on a future-
proof modular architecture defined by OBSAI (Open Base 
Station Architecture Initiative) and the base station has been 
built using OBSAI interface specifications.

The modular construction of Nokia Flexi Base Station 
is highly flexible, enabling operators to build small or 
large configurations with micro-cellular or macro-cellular 
coverage. Using one platform also helps to reduce costs, 
with maintenance and deployment engineers needing to 
be trained in one base station type, not several.

With an eye on tomorrow, this modularity enables capacity 
to be added easily and cost-effectively as demand grows. 
The base stations will help operators cope more effectively 
with the demands of the multi-radio technology future. 
Available for GSM/EDGE, WCDMA/HSPA and WiMAX access 
technologies, different system -and radio modules can be 
installed in the same stack or cabinet to create multi-radio 
sites. The platform also allows operators to introduce new 
frequency variants and new radio technologies with a fast 
time-to-market. 



Getting the best from 
Nokia Flexi Base Station

To help operators achieve the maximum benefit from 
Nokia Flexi Base Station, Nokia has made a considerable 
investment in creating services that manage the risks of 
building a new network and bring substantial capital and 
operational cost benefits. All services are delivered by 
Nokia’s skilled and experienced engineers, using processes 
proven across many successful mobile network projects.

Services and solutions to optimize CAPEX
•  Nokia Turnkey for fast network build-up
•  Experienced multi-vendor and replacement project  
 management capabilities to increase project efficiency  
 and quality
•  Logistics service for smooth rollout and reduced inventory
•  Network design for optimum network quality, coverage  
 and site costs
•  Customized competence development programs

Services and solutions to reduce OPEX
•  Network optimization and planning of network evolution
•  Hardware services to reduce costs and improve efficiency
•  Tailored Nokia competence development services 
•  Managed services for network operations 
•  Care management to control all maintenance activities 
•  Managing emergency situations
•  Nokia NetAct™ to monitor network traffic and 
 user experience

Service optimized backhaul 
– the Nokia Transport solution

Nokia Flexi Base Station features a scalable transport 
solution optimized for cost-effective backhaul of a 
variety of services. 

The base station’s fully integrated microwave radio 
unit saves considerable space and CAPEX, compared 
to implementations in which a separate site cabinet 
is needed for transmission equipment. Nokia FlexiHub 
provides excellent multiplexing gain higher up the 
network to further optimize the required transport 
capacity.

Nokia Flexi Base Station is also extremely well equipped 
for IP transport. Nokia Hybrid Backhaul decouples cost 
from capacity with optimized transport media for different 
user services. Evolution towards full native IP Iub is easy, 
only a base station software upgrade is needed. 

The Nokia transport solution provides long term savings 
with a focus on low total cost of ownership, ease of 
deployment and verified system level performance. 
As the solution relies on open, standardized transport 
interfaces, the operator is always free to select the best 
transport media available.  



Nokia Flexi EDGE   
Base Station

GSM/EDGE will carry the bulk of the world’s mobile traffic for 
the foreseeable future. The technology’s maturity and its 
economies of scale, with widely available infrastructure and 
handsets, make it the most affordable solution for serving 
low ARPU (average revenue per user) users.

Re-using and modernizing GSM infrastructure as cost-
effectively as possible is critical for operators if they are to 
achieve their full growth potential. EDGE has an important 
role in this future, for providing fast mobile data access in 
its own right, and to support the success of 3G with credible 
access speeds for service continuity.

With Nokia Flexi EDGE Base Station, operators can add 
almost limitless capacity to their network and with fewer 
sites. By simply adding base station modules, an operator 
can take a site with basic capacity levels up to virtually 
unlimited capacity, rapidly and with minimal network cost.

Nokia Flexi EDGE Base Station highlights
• High capacity GSM/EDGE base station built with compact  
 modules offering state-of-the-art radio performance with  
 minimal size for every configuration 
• Capacity: unlimited from two to 216 TRXs per BTS
• Frequency variants: 800, 900, 1800 and 1900 MHz.  
 Single and dual band configurations supported
• Output power: 50W TRX and -115.5dBm BTS sensitivity  
 for industry-leading radio performance
• With double power TRX and Nokia Smart Radio Concept  
 an output power of 200W can be achieved. The sensitivity  
 can be improved by using 4-way uplink diversity and  
 mast head amplifiers. 
• Integrated power feed and control for    
 Mast Head Amplifiers

Three key challenges 
– and how Nokia Flexi Base Station 
helps solve them

All operators face three fundamental questions as they 
progress in increasingly competitive markets with 
rising technological complexity. Solving these issues 
was the driving force behind the development of the 
Nokia Flexi Base Station platform.

How to minimize network rollout and 
operational costs?

Keeping costs down during the development and 
normal operational phases of a network is critical 
to staying competitive and maintaining healthy 
profitability. 

Nokia Flexi Base Station helps by:
•  Reducing site acquisition and deployment costs
•  Lowering day-to-day site operational costs 
•  Reducing the number of sites needed

How to re-use existing network assets?
Operators have put considerable capital into their 
infrastructure and need to maximize their financial 
return on that investment.

Nokia Flexi Base Station helps by:
•  Cost-effective installation into free space 
 in existing sites
•  Easy co-siting and site evolution with maximum   
 re-use of antenna system/transport/power systems
•  Offering a flexible upgrade path to match site   
 capacity precisely to growing demand

How to prepare for future 
technology evolution?

With the rise in mobile data, an explosion of different 
uses and applications will drive up the need for 
multiple radio technologies to meet all demands. 

Modularity of the Nokia Flexi Base Station with open 
OBSAI compatible interfaces enables:
•  Faster time-to-market to introduce new radio   
 technologies and frequency variants
• The ability to combine radio technologies in a   
 single base station stack, cabinet or existing site



Nokia Flexi WCDMA   
Base Station

WCDMA has steadily tightened its grip as the world’s leading 
3G radio technology. Operators are expanding coverage to 
meet the expectations of a growing base of subscribers. As 
competition grows fiercer, they must achieve this growth at 
the absolute minimum cost. 

In addition, upgrading existing and new WCDMA coverage to 
High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) enables operators to attract 
more subscribers and maintain position at the forefront of 
mobile technology evolution. 

The Nokia Flexi WCDMA Base Station is an excellent solution 
for operators to satisfy both these demands.  

With all the advantages of the Nokia Flexi Base Station 
platform, such as high site availability, new site types, low 
cost deployment and rapid capacity expansion, the WCDMA 
variant also offers the fastest and lowest cost way to achieve 
HSPA speeds. With just a simple software upgrade that can 
be performed remotely, HSPA can be brought to the network 
with no additional site visits. Eliminating the need for 
engineers to travel to numerous sites to upgrade hardware 
is a major cost saving.

Nokia Flexi WCDMA Base Station highlights
• High capacity WCDMA/HSPA base station built with  
 compact modules offering state-of-the-art radio   
 performance and low power consumption
• Capacity: maximum of 12 carriers with up to 6 sectors
• Frequency variants: 850, 900, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2100  
 and 1700/2100 MHz. New frequencies can be added easily 
• Output power: 8W, 21W or 43W per carrier and second  
 carrier activation with 100W dual radio module using  
 the same hardware. Output power is remotely selectable
• Integrated power feed and control for Mast Head   
 Amplifiers and Antenna Tilt 
• Ability to activate new functions and allocate radio and  
 base band capacity remotely without costly site visits
• Flexibility to expand GSM/EDGE base station sites and  
 network cost-effectively with WCDMA and HSPA.

Nokia Flexi WiMAX   
Base Station

WiMAX will enable operators who lack a 3G license and 
infrastructure to provide cost-effective broadband wireless 
access. Using licensed spectrum, Nokia Flexi WiMAX Base 
Station supports both fixed and mobile WiMAX applications.

Many of these service providers may have limited experience 
of deploying and operating wide area mobile networks. 
Not only does Nokia Flexi Base Station simplify network 
deployment, but the expertise and extensive support that 
Nokia services can provide will be a welcome benefit.

Furthermore, the Nokia Flexi Base Station platform’s 
modular design philosophy enables an operator to manage 
risk by starting with low capital investment and then 
expand capacity as WiMAX penetrates the market more and 
generates rising revenue.

A complete mobile solution with base station and Nokia ASN 
Gateway is expected to be available at the end of 2007.

Nokia Flexi WiMAX Base Station highlights
• Compact, modular WiMAX base station to provide   
 broadband wireless services through flat IP architecture
• Flexible installation with system module at base site and  
 remote RF head, linked using OBSAI-compliant interfaces 
• Frequency variants: 2500 MHz and 3500 MHz 
• Output power: 4W 
• Bandwidth: scalable up to 10MHz per sector

When you think you’ve run out of options... 
the Nokia Flexi Base Station will fit right in.



Nokia Corporation
Networks
P.O. Box 300
Fi-00045 Nokia group, Finland
Phone: +358 (0)7180 08000
www.nokia.com
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